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What You MUST Have To Build An 
Online Affiliate Marketing Business

1.DOMAIN NAME
2.HOSTING ACCOUNT
3.AUTORESPONDER
4.SQUEEZE PAGE
5.TRAFFIC SOURCE

To get all 5 of the above tools UNDER ONE
ROOF, go to The Master Marketers

Academy

STEP 1: FIND YOUR NICHE

Doing market research to find a profitable niche is the first thing you must do. Skipping
this step will leave you running around like a chicken with its head cut off. This report will
show you how to do it and SIMPLIFY the process for you! 

Finding your “niche market” will give you direction and focus on one specific area where
there  are  PROVEN buyers  in  the  marketplace.  This  way,  you're  not  “guessing”  what
affiliate information will sell, you will KNOW what information will sell!

Your “niche” is focusing on a target group of people (demographics) wanting to buy your
product or service, information or even a physical product that interests them.

Your “niche” is an area you already know something about or willing to learn something
about.  For  example:  Dog  training,  acne  treatment,  fashion,  lose  weight,  affiliate
marketing,  make  money  online,  internet  marketing,  article  writing,  lead  generation,
accounts payable/receivable, etc.

So, to find this niche you need to know if there's a market of BUYERS for the “niche” your
targeting, because anybody can “find” a niche, so to speak. You could say, “I want to go
into the talking parrot niche because I taught my parrot how to talk and I can teach
others how to get THEIR parrot to talk.” 

http://cashking.mastermarketersacademy.com/
http://cashking.mastermarketersacademy.com/


But then the next question you need to ask is:

“Is there a MARKET OF PROVEN BUYERS for teaching parrots how to talk?”

Well, if there is, there aren't very many that I know of, and you could struggle in that 
particular “niche” because there aren't enough people wanting to buy information on 
“how to teach their parrots to talk.”

Your squeeze page could be perfect. Your video could be perfect. Even promotion of your
squeeze page to people interested in teaching their parrot how to talk could be “spot
on”...

BUT if there aren't enough potential buyers looking for information on “talking parrots”,
you will definitely feel the “burn”, and like most people, you'll give up. Most beginning
affiliate marketers don't know what I'm showing you here today as the FIRST critical
piece to this “Make Money Online Business”.

DON'T WORRY: FINDING A NICHE FULL OF BUYERS IS MUCH EASIER THAN YOU
THINK...

What you need to do to for  BASIC market research and to find affiliate  information
products to sell to your list is register a FREE account with http://www.clickbank.com/

After you registered your free ClickBank account  – log in to your ClickBank account with
your username and password and click the “marketplace” button at the very top to start
doing basic market research for a profitable niche to build your business and grow your
list.

http://www.clickbank.com/


It's  easy to guess  that the “weight  loss”  niche is  a popular  one.  Just  look at  those
infomercials about losing weight late at night and you'll know it's a proven market.  But
still, some niches you can profit from aren't so obvious, so always do your research as
I'm showing you here to be absolutely sure you don't waste your time in a market that
doesn't make you money.

Let's continue...

As you can see, not only did you find a targeted niche, it' is a MONEY MAKER and clearly
has a market for PROVEN Information buyers.

There is no doubt in my mind, that if you were to go into the “diet” niche and build your



list around “dieting or losing weight”, offer a free e-course, and promote one of those 5
products to your list 3 to 4 times a month, you will make a KILLING and make more than
enough money to quit your day job!

“WHAT ABOUT MARKET SATURATION...IS THERE ANY ROOM FOR ME TO MAKE
MONEY AND COMPETE IN THIS MARKET (OR ANY MARKET)...?”

Yes there is, and I'll tell you why:

Everyday someone develops a weight problem, they put on a belly or their “ass” starts
looking like the back end of a city bus, and they want a solution. Maybe not now, but
what if they let themselves go and need help getting themselves back into shape?

The point is this...

People develop problems they need to solve, new people are born everyday and come
into age where they feel they need  a problem solved – and 2 people take their place
when their problems are solved who ALSO need the SAME problem solved... so you see,
there can never be too many fishermen in a sea, not enough food to go around, and not
enough money to be made for everyone. This is not a “zero sum” game: there's more
than enough money to go around... all you have to do is GET YOUR SHARE!

If you have a skill or knowledge you think is marketable for profit, do your research on it.

If you don't think you have any skills or knowledge  to market, LEARN your market and
LEARN new skills that will help you get to where you want to go financially very quickly.

This report is a great start to increasing your knowledge and gaining new skills, but it
shouldn't stop here – do step one right now, and then come back to do step 2.

STEP 2: BUY A DOMAIN NAME

So you spent a few hours doing your market research and you found the niche that you
know now will be profitable BEFORE you start promoting your squeeze page (explained in
STEP 6).

You also found 2-3 products you want to focus on before you start promoting (explained
in STEP 7) your squeeze page.

The NEXT STEP is to come up with names you can use and BUY a cheap domain name
that brands YOUR business and makes you unique and stand out from the crowd of “me
too” marketers.

Your domain is your “home”. You can't run a business without a place for your business
to operate.

Your domain (the words people type in to look for websites in the search bar) should be
related to what NICHE you're involved in.

Your domain name, which is the address people type in to look for your website, needs to



be something related to what your selling.

The ONLY place I recommend getting your domain name, all under one roof, is
through your back office at Power Lead System (PLS). 

I recommend Power Lead System for three reasons:

1. I'm biased.
2. It's the most reliable domain name registrar in the world, it's been very good to

me for the last 12 years. I've been using Power Lead System to buy and renew my
domains and it's only $17.97 to register your own for an entire year. You can have
an UNLIMITED number of subdomains under each domain you own, so there's no
limit to the number of squeeze pages you can make for each product you sell
online.

3. I've put everything through PLS: my domains, my lead capture pages, my squeeze
pages, my autoresponders, my broadcast emails, my upsell products, etc. You can
have an UNLIMITED number of pages, autoresponders, leads, and sales funnels
with PLS. You name it, I put it there.

Having everything under “one roof” just makes sense.

If you're having trouble coming up with a domain name, here are just a few that come to
mind for the diet niche. For example:

KillTheFatPlan.com – JoesFatLossPlan.Com – HowToBurnFat.Com – TheDietPlanFan.Com

If  you look at those domain names,  they will  grab your attention if  you were at  all
interested in losing weight yourself.

Who doesn't want to go to “KillTheFatPlan.Com” and subscribe to the free “kill the fat
plan newsletter”?

After  you've  brainstormed  a  few  possible  domain  names  you  want  to  use  for  your
website, and you've signed up with PLS, you can purchase your domains through your
Gold account. There are videos in the PLS back office (training section) that show you
how to go about buying a domain, setting it up, and using it.

It's really not as complicated as most people make it out to be. Can you believe that a lot
of people never get started working on their financial future because of small details like 
setting up your own domain name?

Congrats! You made the first step, but were just getting warmed up...

https://www.makeyourselfrecessionproof.com/
http://cashking.mastermarketersacademy.com/


STEP 3: HOSTING FOR YOUR NEW WEBSITE

All you're doing now is setting up your home (domain name) on the land (hosting).

Hosting is another area you don't want to skimp on. This is why I highly recommend that
you get your domain hosting through the Power Lead System. It's easy, and you don't 
have to be a programmer to build pages for your new site.

When you buy hosting through another provider like GoDaddy or HostGator, you have to 
go through the “learning curve” of hosting, cpanel, wp-admin, installing Wordpress, 
choosing a theme, AAARRRGGGHHH!

This is why it's so much simpler to go through PLS.

Plus, you don't have to deal with any restrictions or fear of it being pulled down for 
making you “too much money”. (I've heard crazy stories of that happening)

The next few pages are REALLY straightforward, and you should have no trouble getting 
your hosting set-up from here so you can get your business online. When I got my PLS 
Gold account, it took me less than 15 minutes to buy my domain, get it up and running, 
and plug in my lead capture page and autoresponder.

STEP 4: AUTORESPONDER ACCOUNT

WARNING: DO NOT BE TEMPTED BY “ONE-TIME SALES”

It's a “fools game” and you will only regret the decision to send traffic to a salespage for 
a quick buck.

If you skip this step, you WILL make sales, but you can burn yourself out having to 
constantly send new traffic to a ClickBank affiiliate sales page.

Trust me, I'm STOPPING YOU from making the same mistake I made. I'm stopping you 
from sending 100 targeted people to a sales page, only to get 1 sale...

I'm stopping you from sending all this good traffic, while the sales page creator captures 
all the leads for you to build the list YOU should have been building from the start – 
making the REAL money from YOUR hard work.

YOUR LEADS ARE YOUR ASSET. YOUR LEADS DATABASE IS YOUR BUSINESS

And don't EVER forget it...

If I come off as a bit of an arsehole, it's because I really have to be. Your list is GOLD. 
Your money is made on the backend. Not the front end. Sure, you might make a few “hit 
and miss” sales here and there... but the bulk of your sales are going to be in the follow
up, follow up, FOLLOW UP!

https://allinone.makeyourselfrecessionproof.com/


To build a business, you need to build a list. An autoresponder is THE PERFECT TOOL for 
this. How do you think your reading this free report right now? Because you joined my 
list of leads who gave me permission to contact them and help them make money with 
affiliate marketing – like you.

And I make a LOT of money helping thousands of people like you make money online by 
recommending products and services I feel will help you get to your financial goals a lot 
faster than average.

I highly recommend TrafficWave. It's cheaper than Aweber, GetResponse, and all the big 
names, and you get UNLIMITED features with them. AND they give you a 30 FREE trial 
and DON'T even ask for a credit card to sign up for the free trial.

It's easy to set up your TrafficWave account. They have all the training in the back office, 
and they have a live weekly training call each Monday evening at 7:00 PM Central, where
the owner of the company shows you how to use the system.

That's all there is to getting your own autoresponder account to start building your list.

There's a great tutorial program on how to use all of TrafficWave's features in the back 
office, but for now, were just gonna stick to the basics.

At this point, you can start putting in some messages that'll automatically go out to your 
leads who sign up to your squeeze page.

I recommend you create at least 14 messages to start off, and your 4th message should 
be a small promotion to an affiliate information product related to your niche and what 
people on your list are looking for.

Let's stick with the “diet/loss weight niche” we did earlier.

Let's say I wanted to create a 14-21 day email-course on how to lose weight fast...here's
how I would do it.

I would first research legitimate content in the diet/weight loss niche, then put together a
series of emails to go out over the span of 7 days, back to back, then the next 7 emails 
would be staggered every other day, then the last 7 days to go out on a weekly basis.

Example:

1. Day 0 (welcome email) delivered immediately on optin
2. Day 1, delivered on day 2
3. Day 2, delivered on day 3,

and each day until Day 7.

1. Day 8, delivered on day 9
2. Day 9, delivered on day 11
3. Day 10, delivered on day 13
4. Day 11, delivered on day 15
5. Day 12, delivered on day 17

https://www.trafficwave.net/members/dmsgroup/features.html
https://www.trafficwave.net/members/dmsgroup/pricing.html


6. Day 13, delivered on day 19
7. Day 14, delivered on day 21

1. Day 15, delivered on day 28
2. Day 16, delivered on day 35
3. Day 17, delivered on day 42,

and so on until all 21 emails are delivered.

It takes a little thought and planning, but I have found that a 7 day course is not really 
long enough to “brand” your name in the minds of your readers (subscribers), and 
usually somewhere between Day 8 to 14 is when your optins will take action. This is why 
after the Day 14 message is delivered you want to start staggering (scheduling) your 
autoresponders to go out on a weekly basis.

If they haven't made a purchase after 21 days, they should stay on your “broadcast” list 
for at least 6 months, at which time you can “segment” them off into an archive.

And then...

I would build my web pages (“squeeze” pages, lead capture pages, “sales funnel”) and 
connect it to the autoresponder series I've just built (above).

Next...

I would start running paid traffic to my web site(s). Paid traffic could be in the form of 
PPC/PPV through a variety of venues such as Microsoft Ads (Bing), Google, native ads,
and ezines. Yes, you can put your web site in front of optin “targeted” subscribers using 
niche centric publishers through the Directory Of Ezines without having to write a 
single article.

After that...

I would start keeping track of my traffic, sales and results in the back office of each 
product or service that I was promoting.

Many weight loss products you find on Clickbank have resources that give you images, 
emails swipes, and a variety of other marketing resources for their product. While I'm not
a big fan of pre-written email swipes, that are alright for beginners. After you get better 
at marketing, you'll want to look into improving your email marketing skills.

One of the best courses I've found on marketing on the internet and writing emails is 
with the Power Lead System Master Traffic Institute. That and John Crestani's Super 
Affiliate System are the two courses I recommend for anyone wanting to learn how to 
become a “Super Affiliate” in 6 weeks or less.

Now, simply write 14-21 different lessons, each related to the niche you find, and put 
them in your autoresponder the EXACT SAME WAY I just showed you above—then wash, 
rinse, and repeat for each offer you create.

http://www.superaffiliatemarketers.com/
http://www.superaffiliatemarketers.com/
http://mti.mastermarketersacademy.com/
https://jvz8.com/c/63265/387019


STEP 5: SET UP SQUEEZE PAGE

After completing the first 4 steps, you're now ready to move on to creating your squeeze 
page.

What is a squeeze page? 

A squeeze page is also known as a “lead capture page”, or LCP. Having a squeeze page 
makes sense when using the Power Lead System's “All In One Marketing System”.

Don't worry: it's not hard to do; it only takes a little bit of practice to get used to doing. 
The Power Lead System doesn't require you to be a programmer, and there are hundreds
of video tutorials that show you how to use each step of the system.

The cool thing about creating a squeeze page is you only have to create it once and send 
traffic to it.

Here's an example of one of my most recent squeeze pages.

SHARE CODE: 837745-CASH-NOW-MAKE-MONEY-TODAY

As you can see, I created a simple squeeze page that took me less than 15 minutes of 
actual work to do because I was using a “share code” from the PLS system. I created a 
headline that caught visitors attention, and an opt-in form in the middle of the page. The 
text above the opt-in is what I created myself. It's pretty intuitive and the “submit” 
button has the “call to action” (CTA) in it.

Again, it sounds complicated, but it's not when you do it a few times. Besides: when 
using the share codes from PLS, all the programming is already done for you.

https://allinone.makeyourselfrecessionproof.com/
https://allinone.makeyourselfrecessionproof.com/
http://makemoneytoday.viralsixfigureincome.com/


By the way, this layout is proven to get the BEST lead conversions of any other squeeze 
page layout – I simply used what works – and it converts VERY well with targeted traffic 
of visitors interested in making money oneline!

In case your wondering, you don't have to use video like I do in the screeshot below, but 
if you do, that's okay. Sometimes your visitors like to see proof. You can build it yourself, 
or use use text bullet points that replace the video stressing the benefits of subscribing 
to your list. Here's a good example of an all text squeeze page.

SHARE CODE: 837745-CASH-NOW-FUNNEL-WITHDRAW-PROOF

https://laidoff.makeyourselfrecessionproof.com/


This is a GREAT example of a very simple squeeze page. This squeeze page is considered
one of the best among the industry when ti comes to building your list. I modeled my 
own squeeze pages after this one and it's why I'm having success online.

It would take an entire course to show you myself how to create a squeeze page from 
start to finish – but obviously – to try to do it in this report would do you no justice.

Get your squeeze page templates and share codes through PLS, use their pre-designed 
pages, or custom build your own.

STEP 6: HOW TO GENERATE TARGETED TRAFFIC TO YOUR 
SQUEEZE PAGE

SAFELISTS, TRAFFIC EXCHANGES, AND FORUM MARKETING:

Safelists, Traffic Exchanges (TE's) and Forums are some of the oldest free traffic sources 
I know of that still WORKS! I've used them for years to get traffic to my squeeze pages, 
and I continue to use it as part of my list building strategy. HOWEVER, that being said, 
this form of list building is great for building lists, but not necessarily for making sales. 
Sales happen on the “back end” once you have them in an autoresponder.

So... how AND WHAT do you market on safelists, TE's, and forums?

Safelists and traffic exchanges are usually full of “freebie seekers” and low ticket buyers, 
so offer them something in exhange for their email. If you have something like a PDF 
report (or case study), and you can offer valuable information in that report, then send 
through through the “bridge page” process to deliver that free item to them. PDF reports 
and PLR's (private label rights) still works, and it's a great way to build your contact lists.

Forums, however work a bit differently. Most, if not all, forums don't really allow “direct 
advertising”, but some do. You will have to read each individual forum's rules to see what
applies.

Most forums usually focus on a particular interest, and you will have to search for the 
ones that you want to participate in. Not all forums are the same. And having said that, 
not all forums are created equal. So, do your research and pick them according to your 
interests.



Most forums allow a signature link at the bottom of your thread or post. Like this...

Notice the eye-catching headline leading up to the link at the bottom to the squeeze 
page. This is powerful and has been working extremely well for over 20 years.

Remember: you want your signature link to stand out and be clicked on to see your free
newsletter/e-course/report offer for their email address.

BUT... it's very important you DO NOT SPAM FORUMS with useless posts like “yeah, 
that's true I agree”. Or something like “I second that”. If you spam forums like most 
people (who don't know WTF they're doing) on Facebook groups, and social media sites, 
you'll find yourself booted faster than a honey badger can eat a snake!

The readers and moderators will catch on fast and ban you from participating in the 
forum. And if you've been really egregious in your spammings, some forum moderators 
will even ban your IP address and you'll NEVER see the light of day in that forum again.

The way to get free trafic and at least 5-10+ opt-ins a day or more is to post valuable 
content, help, answers to questions, or opinions about the question being asked in 
forum. Also, you have to be consistent everyday with your posting for this to work well. 
It can be quite time consuming, but if you have an hour or so a day to go through your 
threads and actively participate with valuable contributions to the conversations, you'll do
well.



Here's how to find forums you can post in for your niche:

and here were the results...

I've found many good forums just using google search and at one point was getting 5 to 
10 leads a day from just forums alone. If you set up your squeeze page to capture emails
and offer a “free bonus” for signing up, I've seen my optins increase by as much as 50-
100 leads a day.

This method of generating traffic takes discipline and work—but it's not hard. I 
recommend not participating in more than 3 forums, and post 5 times a day. Since I'm 
an “early riser” I usually post about 5 or 6 am each morning, then I go back about noon, 
then about 3 in the afternoon, 6 in the evening, then about 9 pm before “signing off” for 
the day.



I also make my last post for the day a “signing off” type post where I invite people to 
leave me a message... “and I'll catch you in the morning” 'close' on my last message. 
Since many forum members span the globe in different time zones, letting them know 
what time zone you're in, or state/province, it will let them know to expect an answer 
from you in a day or less.

Again, stay consistent for best results.

Now that you know how and where to participate in forums to start promoting your 
squeeze page and build your list, go to Google, look for your niche forums, sign-up for 
free, create your signature, and start posting valuable content in the forums driving 
traffic to your website.

Another thing I like to do is write short articles on “forum marketing” and offer them the 
opportunity to get a free copy in my byline.

ARTICLE MARKETING

Article Marketing Is BIG!

Article marketing is about as old as when affiliate marketing became popular. But yet 
still, it is one of the BEST ways to promote your affiliate squeeze page. Posting articles on
niche web sites and blogs is going to get you in front of thousands, if not hundreds of 
thousands and even millions of already established subscribers. You'll be using someone 
else's site to get your content in front of their subscribers, and you can get people 
already interested in your offer.

Because articles have been around for ages, some affiliate marketers dismiss it as “out-
of-date”, or that “nobody reads articles anymore”.

And that's just not true!

Affiliate marketers who use articles to promote themselves, their products or squeeze 
page are STILL raking in the dough months after they published it—sometimes YEARS! I 
have articles that have been on the internet for other 20 years and they're still pulling in 
traffic AND SALES!

Don't panic: article writing is not as hard as you think it is, and it's simple enough to do 
when you write a few of them and get them published. If you're intimidated by writing 
you can always outsource your articles and have someone else do it for an agreed upon 
price.

Next, we want to KNOW what keywords we can use to swipe for ourselves to write our 
own “weight loss” article(s)...it's not very obvious at first, but it's very easy to spot these
keywords and convert them into our own articles that will get a lot of views.

First I'll go to WordStream.com and search for weight loss keywords. You can use 
Google, Bing, or DuckDuckGo.com to do alternate searches for your niche, but for now 
let's use the weight loss niche as our example.

https://www.wordstream.com/popular-keywords/weight-loss-keywords
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=weight+loss+keywords&t=h_&ia=web


Here are the results from the WordStream search:

And here is what you'll see on my DuckDuckGo search results:

Remember: Target the keywords that are already working for others, and spin your own
article around those keywords and titles.



Take the keywords and titles that are already working for others, and write your own 
UNIQUE articles to submit to article submission sites. Once you do this, you can get 
hundreds and thousands of views and clicks to your articles—and eventually—your 
squeeze page.

DO NOT steal word for word content or plagiarize articles from other authors. Get 
content ideas from their articles, but don't use it in its entirety. Get the basic ideas and 
“framework” to your article, then put the article content into your own “voice”.

Plus, plagiarizing or stealing copyrighted content is not only stupid, but it's also illegal, 
and it can get you into a very expensive court case.

Go down the line of “top viewed articles” and do the exact same thing to get the best 
keywords that are bringing in the most traffic for your niche.

Wash, rinse, repeat.

CONCLUSION
You have reached the end of the Cash King Affiliate Report, and NOW is the best time to 
use this information for yourself to build YOUR list of targeted, hungry buyers and 
subscribers.

I know there's a lot of information in this report, but I really wanted to give you the 
BASICS to affiliate marketing without skimping on the details.

Education is the KEY to financial freedom. But TAKING ACTION on what you've learned
is what will open doors for you.

I wrote this report to show you I'm no different than you are, and if I can do this, you 
can too. And that's no B.S. I'm here to help you succeed and make a boat-load of money 
with affiliate marketing, and I haven't done my job until you GET IT, and you're DOING 
IT!

Your decision to take your affiliate marketing business to the next level is a bold one—
because most people are too scared to take that first step: that first step was when you 
took the time to read this report and change your financial future.

I wrote this report because I believe in you and what you're capable of doing. You're 
capable of doing the hard part and I don't need to convince you what it takes to succeed.
And the moment you realize you have what it takes, there isn't anything in the world that
can stop you from living the life of your dreams.

Not even me. 

And that's just the way it should be.

To your success,
Ernest O'Dell



TRAFFIC RESOURCES
Some of my top producing traffic sources:

Traffic Blaster Pro
Wholesale Premium Traffic
Directory Of Ezines
Elite Affiliate Pro
Elite Traffic Pro 2.0
MADS (Microsoft Ads Academy)
1K Profit Partnership
Eazy Flip Books
Secret Email System

Safelist, Traffic Exchanges and Solo Ad Vendors:

HercuList
Mega-Mail Solo Ads
Smart-list/Herculist Solo Ads
TrafficForMe
MyLeadGenSecret
One Million Hits Per Month

Additional Advertising Resources

Your Advertising Center

Here's a list of the "Top Thirteen Safelist Programs" (below) that I have 
used in the past. I still use some of them to this day to build “quick lists”.
Tim Sebert and Randy Thomas (of GDI legends) turned me on to some of 
these. The first (3) three with my affiliate link are the ones I use on a 
regular basis. The other ones I use occasionally when I think of it.

1.) http://webmasterquest.com/?ref=dmsgroup
2.) https://trafficg.com/index.php?member=dmsgroup
3.) https://www.easyhits4u.com/?ref=dmsgroup
4.) http://unlimitedviralads.com/
5.) http://www.safelistextreme.com/
6.) http://www.dragonsafelist.com/
7.) http://www.trafficadlinks.com/
8.) http://www.quantumsafelist.com/
9.) http://www.profitadlinks.com/
10.) http://www.emailmyads.com/

https://youradvertisingcenter.com/main.cgi?gp3055
http://www.emailmyads.com/
http://www.profitadlinks.com/
http://www.quantumsafelist.com/
http://www.trafficadlinks.com/
http://www.dragonsafelist.com/
http://www.safelistextreme.com/
http://unlimitedviralads.com/
https://www.easyhits4u.com/?ref=dmsgroup
https://trafficg.com/index.php?member=dmsgroup
http://webmasterquest.com/?ref=dmsgroup
http://website.ws/dmsgroup
http://onemillionhits.viralsixfigureincome.com/
https://www.myleadgensecret.com/?rid=2850
https://www.trafficforme.com/EO41
http://www.herculist.com/members/smartsolos.cgi?dmsgroup
http://www.herculist.com/members/Megaform.cgi?dmsgroup
http://www.herculist.com/members/index.cgi?dmsgroup
https://warriorplus.com/o2/a/jwvjp5/0
https://warriorplus.com/o2/a/d78990/0
https://warriorplus.com/o2/a/kg3k9g/0
http://ernestodel.kheifets.hop.clickbank.net/
https://jvz8.com/c/63265/387019
https://warriorplus.com/o2/a/s31lcw/0
https://warriorplus.com/o2/a/fr9j2n/0


11.) http://www.safelistking.com/
12.) http://ultimatesafelistexchange.com/
13.) http://webtrafficextreme.com/

Article Submission Sites

Article Submission Found on DuckDuckGo.com (safe search engine): 
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=article+submission+sites&t=h_&ia=web

15 Best Article Submission Sites
Web Hospitality Article Submission Sites
Digital Vidya Article Submission Sites - Top 111 Submission Sites
Quibus 600+ Article Submission Sites

Amazines Article Submissions: http://www.amazines.com/

For example, here's an article I wrote back in March 2010 and posted on 
Amazines. It hasn't gotten a lot of views—yet—but if I “pushed” a lot of traffic to 
it, it would get more “hits” and eyeballs (traffic).

Supercharge Your Website For Affiliate Marketing by ERNEST O'DELL

Article Posted: 03/02/2010

https://www.quibustrainings.com/article-submission-sites/
https://www.digitalvidya.com/blog/article-submission-sites/
https://www.thewebhospitality.com/article-submission-sites/
https://digitaluncovered.com/best-article-submission-sites/
https://www.amazines.com/article_detail.cfm?articleid=1436599
http://www.amazines.com/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=article+submission+sites&t=h_&ia=web
http://webtrafficextreme.com/
http://ultimatesafelistexchange.com/
http://www.safelistking.com/
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